
TV: Meet Nancy, Joe and Frank!

Pamela Sue Martin
as Nancy Drew

Shaun Cassidy as

Joe Hardy
Parker Stevenson
as Frank Hardy

Did you see the TV specials where Nancy Drew
"crossed over" and solved a mystery with Frank
and Joe Hardy? That has never happened in the
books.
The TV series uses the Nancy Drew and Hardy

Boys characters ... but not the plots. The TV
series is written by the TV studios.
Pamela Sue Martin is from Westport,

Connecticut. She has been a teenage model for
magazines and TV commercials. She also has been
in several movies.
Pamela enjoys scuba diving, tennis and skiing.

She now lives in Los Angeles, California.
Shaun Cassidy is from a show business

family. His mother is actress Shirley Jones. His
half-brother is pop-rock star David Cassidy.
Shaun started his first band when he was in

elementary school.
He graduated from Beverly Hills High School.
Shaun likes writing and playing music and

acting. He also enjoys baseball.
Parker Stevenson is also from a show

business family. His mother is an actress.
Parker graduated from Princeton University.

He studied art and history. He hopes to go to
graduate school.
He has been in three movies. His hobbies are

tennis and sailing. He has apartments in New
York and Hollywood. >UPS
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Draw dot-to-dot and color.
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Help the detective find the
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